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Public Relations Quarterly survey question addressed to
public relations practitioners "The word 'image'...does it
leave .yOu with a bad taste, or do you believe it is an accurate
description of the end product of your efforts?" One answer:
"Creating images _causes-no problem for me. The image of PR
people does. It stinks."1

Public relations counselor J. Carroll Bateman: "All too
frequently; we appear to suffer from the delusion that we can
really play God with people. We would do much better to lay off
this Vind of nonsense..."2

Why are public relations practitioners generally depicted

as low-life liars? Why is a comment such as this so common: "PR

Is dangerous. Publicists do not often lie; but telling half the

rruth is an integral part of their, business; and stretching the

truth is not uncommon." Or; this: "Public relations works behind

the scenes; occasionally the hand of the PR man can be seen

shifting some buliy fact out of sight, but usually the public

relations practitioner

which

stands at the other end of long rope

winds around'several pulleys before it reaches the ObJect

of his invi4ible tugging." 4 Why are .practitioners regularly
oe

vlabeled "high-paid Aerrand boys and buffers for management,"

"tools of the top brass," "hucksters," "parrots:" "awed by the

majesty of their organization charts," "desperate," "impotent,

evAsve; _egomaniacal; and lying"? (And those are just :the
;

comments from the fans of public relations.)



Some public relations practitioners have argued that the root

cause of such complaintS is Jealousy, particularly that of lower-

paid newspaper folk. There is undoubtedly some truth in that

defense; yet contempt For, public relations goes +ar beyond the

ranks of potentially jealous Journalists. Other practitioners

have cited ignorance on the part of the public as to what public

relations
,

men and women actually do all day. There may be some

truth in that claim too; yet while only the Supreme Court seems

to operate with as much secrecy as some public relations

departments, the former is,Igenerally revered, while the "pr man"

is equated ethically with that lowly cousin of the chief Justice,

till local ambulance chaser;

One good place to for an explanation of why a trade is in

trouble, conceivably, might be the textbooks which attempt to

communicate methodology; while insinuating philosophy, to future

generatiOns. Ten public relations textbooks surveyed for this

paper, tO their credit, do not entirely avoid the,question of

ipublic reiations disgrace; Their authors have tried to come up

with reasons to explain why the very word's 'public relations'

bring sneers and tears. ,Their common failing, though, it an

embrgce of what .could be'called the doctrine of selective

'depravity;" otherwise known \ as "Don't blame us; it's them; the

7
immoral outsiders, who cause trouble."

The most widely used textbook, Cutlip and Center's Effective

Public Relations, now in its fifth edition, notes in its first

chapter that' "The labeling of pUbilic relations effort_ as

frivolous or shallow, or as the synOnym for a'false front. , has a

2 4
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6
. long. history:" Examples are provided: "An editor tells- his

rpaders. --If you wont to get plausible disguises for unworthy

causes; .hire a public relations expert.' . A columnist speaks of

the 'perversion of the language by pubIic_relations...an accepted
k 4

form of lying to the public to manipulate it as the promoters-

wish.' A newspaper labets public relations 'a parasite on, the
9

press.' s But Cutlip and Center then provide 5Utt, pages of "how-to"

techniques: they return to the central problem only in the final

chapter. There they conclude not-that manipulation should stop;

hat that all practitioners should -"face the fact that they are
10

special pleaders." The probleMs of the trade, they suggest; are

caused not by the nature of such special pleading;: but by -aflame

particularly' unfortunate practices. For instance; public

relations "was given a black eye in the min* of the' public by

Richard Nixon's preoccupation with his misshapen'concept of\1 the

function... Nixon's typical response to each new revelation of

wrongdoing
It

his administration was. PLet7s PR_it."

Nine other textbooks analyzed all contend or imply that the

problems of public relations are similarly at the periphery:

that were it'not,for some corrupt practitioners. or for Richard..

Nixon. or for some who falsely use :the title "public relations

counsel" or for certain mildly troublesoiie practices: ipublic

relatals 'would be clothed in such magnificent robes that even

. insouciant Children would not be able to detect nakedness
, .

eriumphant; There are complaints about thoSe who' "usurp the

title" of public relations prdctitioner; such -as the Chicago

prostitute arrested /or soliciting after she had passed 'bout
.



business cards with her name, phone number; address; and the two

words.

spots.

"Public Relations:" But there is avoidance of key trouble

For instance; Fraser Seitel; director of public affairs_

at Chase Manhattan Bank and author of The Practice of Public

Relations;
. _

minimizes the problems at large institutions bOt

complains that; .:"There is nothing n prevent someone with little

or no fbrmal training from 'hanging out a shingle° as a public

relations specialist. Such frauds embarrass professionals in the

field. Thankfully; these phonies are becoming harder and harder

to find." Public relationd consultant Lawrence Nolte; in

Fundamentals of Pubii -e Relations; notes that some "use -the

designation as a respectable cover fbr activities which are not

publiC relations' at all;"tut blaming the periphery does not come

to grips with the corruption that can be found at the tenter of

the public relations teade. Nor does it explain why public
7

relations has made so little progress over the past thirty years
ti

= thdt the excuses given now are virtual repetitions of those made

then.

By 'reading a fascihating monograph entitled PUblit
-1-
Relati-ons and Affierican Democracy and written about American

public

Pi ml ott

relations by visiting Oritish political scientist J.A.R.

in *951; we can see_that histOey bidet not repeat itself

but excuses do. Pc .ctiticNers then; according to Pimlott;_ said

"that their indiffer reputation is du to the icomRetence ande o e n
)

:dishonesty of a mi. Deity of their number-- to 'the lunatic fringe
4

of the profession; the headline wheedlers; the something -for-

nothing boys,' to 'the antics of the quacks and charlatans who
lov



citric) tclt the fringe of our profession,'

Minded.

"There

`the snide,

smart, conscienceless ladt.'" FiMltitt wrote that;
-\.-- ,

.

is--something in the argument; As an eXplahttitiM of the

persistently poor reputatibn of the group it is, howeyer neither

probable nor in accordance with the facts. &bier professions

carry lunatic and even dishonorable fringes withoUt suffering

much lbss of esteem; and the truth is that public dttrUtt arises

less from tyros and quacks on the fringe than from the more,

widely publicized activities of some Of the leading figurles."

There was one promising moment during the late 1950't _And

early 1960's; though, when basic.quettions about public relations

purpose were being asked; brie leading oubrie relations agem6yi_

1Ruder and Finn, held. seminars' designed tb "pr

philosophy," and an interest in reassessment was revealed even in
tthe pages of'Public RelationsJourmal. the leading trade magazine

Of the field. For instance, public relations manager J: Carroll

Bateman argued that basic goals of practitioners had to change if

they were ever to win greater public acceptance. Bateman wrote

that, "To-Ourselves and to others we tiAie too long-- and perhaps

WrbhglY=- held ourselves out as 'molders of public or

to put it more bliAptly, as professional persuaders; Persuasion'

a means rathe /than an end...The worst thing that can happen

to us in publie relations is to continue t,b be tagged as

Manipulators of people or of public opinion; As manipulators ewe

shall not'win friends, nor find.a lasting place in society; Nor
' IQ,shall we even be comfortable with ourselves."



.

Bateman raised other pertinent questions in Public

.

ReIatiOns ZburnaI,artice the following year entitled, New

Moral pi'men*iiin for tommunication-.-"'",+16..note'd that; "Many of the
.. t

Messages that are. written or spoken today-have been so, carefully.
i

..

phrased ;to-. achieve
. a Certain e4fpct upon the intended audience

that they mean nap:thing at all ,tor they serve asNeils to meaning

and. may really mean the opposite of- what they appear' to p ." HO

criticized -the tradeyhiloSlophy: veal ed 1 -n the popular credo,

"Sell\the Stzzle. not the steak!" aa.ing, "How IA will, it
,

contipue to work? Fla On't we alr =ady perceivet,a deterioration_
.e

-t4. /*:
public -conf.idence in community ion that' deals with sizzles

_ ._ .

instead of steaks? If thoSe4of us ho-are professionally elhgaged

in the art of communication will no 'devise messages that inform

and edtcate our audiences, are we not helping to-degrade them?"
4

As late as 1962, other Public l'elafions.JoUrnal writers were

going back to basics aIsts., For ins ance, HowardChase argued

in NOvember of that year that the hilosophy behind the popular.

trade term coined by Edward B rnays, the "engineering of

consent, should -be opposed becaus the terms "implies the use of

all the mechanics of persuation aryld communication to bend others,

either with their will 517 against their-will, to some prearranged

conclusion.l. IP can't, help but think th4t carrying the

'entgi,,,pee0-ing of consent' line to a logical conclusion is the

,j

pistol at the &ack
%
of the neck, reminiscent of Nazi times and not

PC V
unknown behind the Iron Curtain." Chase also criticized another

mainstream, definition of public reI0tions, "havin-g your good

deeds' and perfbrmances publicly acknowledged," because "It sounds



F'haristical, iso similar to the Ph ariseebn the street corner
26

'thanking God that I am not as other men.._.'"

While this debate was percolating, though, there was acs

uprising in the ranks. Mainstream practitioners complained that
' .... _

a time when public- relations was getting bigger Ipd perhaps

.4.:.tifacide.5,...5. s1,3,1ut.til.but owerful and profitable, wois no time

k

to get self-critical. For instance, publicity suAlersdisor John L.

Normoyle tried to cut off incipient introspects at the knees by

writing in Public Rel*ations Journal that "Public relations;
1

after a long,strugglie for recognit*on, has reached that .pointin

its development which callt for a pause to evaIyate i,ts

acdoMplishMents. and chart a course for the future.

Unfortunately, it is also a time when unreali.stic pipe-dreams can .A
Zf-

inhibit the objective reasoning necessary at this Stage." The

bit of .questioning that was going onj iwas turned by Normoyle into

an ,'orgy of self-examination" and "dreamy speculation. 22.

By 1963; crossness at attacOs on crassness had become
.

dominant in the .p130:c RlIations Journal: Copywriter Dennis

AltMan. for i- nstance, urg06 public reIatipns practitioners to
.

dump any concern about "intangibles" and instead create- a. new,
- _

improved "image of smartness, Machiavellian smartness" which

*,would get :t "t0 the front of the'bus...Of cc urtb. your.

may not' be happier up front. We get mote ulcers. and more
,

-insomnia 1'. up there. But at least; after riding in front for a
f+

while, if you .decade you don't like it; you'll be abIe.to affmrd
'43

tto get off And take a cab."_ The more discern.tng knoig that :

t

getting off is not that easy, . not that easy at BUt the bra



T
of debate was put tobed,i4inally, --io.)tha 196,3- art.icle sin publi,c.

relations goals by c unselor Andrew Lazaru azarus used a true

pojnt, the r7a1 grounding of public relations. (1ke'all business)

in financial calculation, to deride thought about_ the ethical
i

grounding 'which is at it as egisenntial. The, goal of

practitioners should be simply "to mak% money-- for. their
_

managemen*, tai r clients and themselves; he wrote: "This may be,

reductid ad dabsurum," but the absurd would pay-off more than

contemplating our navels, and

status...

"defending our profession,
o

needlessly worrying about our

The debate-, in its major trade magazine, and to a (\large

extent in the public relations trade as a whale, just died aftef

. thatfl. There were stilS' occasional articles of,mild criticism,

includ4ng one y'Georgetown University public relations director

Pirthur Cuervo.. He wrote in 1975 that-the real problem of public

eblAtions i that _"mainstream practiioners engage in th0

engineering; of consent that helps to mold_pubfic opinion to the

profitable interest of the client at the expense of the public

good," and take4pride in doing so. Cuervp described the tendency

"to :01amethe quacks he field" and to say; "throw the rascals

out' and Va11 will be rightlWith the world of public relations."

He noted thOt. such a convenient placing-of blame did not get tb

1

the core of the problem,: for "At the top-of-the PR enemieE list
1 25

liguld be the practitioners themselVeg.":But CUervo's article

apparent-1y provoked little redrawing of the enemies list; judging
. ( -

from Public Relations Journal articl es of the past half dozen

years, it appears that that the slightly open door to

83



reevaluatidn of a generation ago ha been slammed shut.

4
Some new public relations textbooks, avoiding the basic

'rphilosophical questions and adopting a systems approacho an

unsystematic trade; even rewrite history to make past publig

relaticins practice appear 44ore t an it was, and Make-the.present

by comparison a great improvement. For instance: James 1E;

Grunig and Todd Hunt, in their 1984 textbook"1Managing *Public
e

appear to believe that nineteenth century public

lations was allpress agentry and publicity" with truth thrOWh.

oUtthe window, While the cutting edge of current practice is the
26

"two-way symmetric model" with hbriett dealing predominating-. It

is not the leaderg of public relations, but those who, still

'advocate "the public-information model" who have a problem;

"Practitioners; of the pUblic-information model 'Could be

professionals, bA.; they OftOn feel ;like Fir'Istitutes,'who must
,

t.

sacrifice journalistic values and report only the positive things
27

about the Organizationskthat employ them." One of the problems

with such a- statement is that the values in question are not just

journalistic values; they are basic questions truth' and

hdhetty which, when buried,tenO:to surprise the gravedi4gers by

rising from the dead;

Why did the public relations debate abort some twenty years

ago? We can begin to answer that question through a brief,

restatement and application of the major argument 'developed in

Thomas Kuhn's seminal w kt. The Structure of Sci-enti4lc

fROvOlUtigns. Kuhn's book was a trumpet blast directed at

11



scholars who want so much to get ;' tin with the.work"of empirical

-investigation that they qlithely '.aCcept faulty theoretital

foundations; Although most applications of his theory have been

in academic disciplines;, Kuhn7s.mork wriuld appealc to be

applicable as well to a "Practical" field such as public

relations where the tendehcy to run toward clients., withbUt first

ti walking'through presuppositions,.is very stromi.

KIIhn's. basic building block is the paradigm; a particular
J

0 theory which dominates a scientific or occUpationalT4464d
1 ---,

Paradigms are "universally recognized scientific achievements

that for a time provide model problems and solutions_ to

community Of practitioners."
n

A paradigm explains to

Oractitioners which problems are important and indicatee how they
4

are to be solved; Knowledge 'within the paradigm grows because of

What'Kuhn calls "normal science" the incremental advances which'

are made possible when practitioners confident in their

methodology; ' see little need for

criticism and instead make small ,but Significant Eontributiohs to

'the growth.of knowledge within their profession.

additional theorizing or

The existence of a paradigm is extremely. useful for a

profession; all fields or endeavors need _presuppositions and:

frAl*eworks. organize data "Normal science "does allow fbe

-significant linear bebgeoss or growth. within a. particular

discipline; As Kuhn notes; within an estabjished paradigm the
'

practitioner can get on with his work without being forced. to

.,-

spend time defending t ebasic principles of the paradigm' or the

world view which is its base. An academic or occupationai:
7

10 12





community tends to be happiest when novelty is far from its mind

and when work unencumbered by epistemological worry can proceed.

While something is gained through such organization,

something also is lost: the normal scientist for historian; or

public relations practitioner) tends to screen out data which do

not it in the paradigm. He ignores such information, terms it

peripheral; and points to the positive growth of the field;

Problems, though, arise with tiAe development of what Kuhn calls

"andimalies," those results of normal, pr-actice which cannot be

reconciled with the paradigm, even when efforts are made to

adjust_ or stretch it slightly; "There are always some

discrepancies" between theory and practice, Kuhn notes, and

effectiVe practice can continue despite "persistent and

recognized anomaly," but. particular anomalies . may "call into

question explicit and fundamental generalizations of the.

paradigm."
/4

Anomalies may reach the stage of "crisis" and

produce Profound repercussions for practitioners, who feel not

only insecure but deeply puzzled as to why their activities are

not producing expected results.

No theory provides a perfect fit with the facts, &but when

-prIttitioners begin to understand that ±he most press-frig problems

they face have no solution within the old paradigm, haling
fr

questioning of that paradigm begins. The few practitioners who

dared to question are eventually joined by others_ who begin

woeking outside the bounds Of "normal science" in an attempt to

resolve the crisis. Normal science even gives way to

1 3



"extraordinary" science, which is typified by an enthusiAttit

reexamination of profession or discipline's boundaries, uncowed

by the deep shadows of the old paradigm. Alternative syggestions

begin- to blossom. Kuhn emphasizes the resistance such new

paradigm prOposals- are likely to encounter; noting that ri

Within a profession may stifle challenges from inside, and

suggesting that younger people who have received training in some

other: field are more likely to be able to see forests and not

just trees: "In each case a novel theory emerged only after a

pronounced failure in the normal problem- solving activity." Since

the emergence of a new theory breaks with one tradition of

.scientific practice and introducet a new one conducted under

4
different rules and within a different universe of discourse, it

is likely to occur only when the first tradition is felt to haVe

gone badly astray. Na- : proposals are generally ridiculed as
-st

,

unprofessional, immature works of young, ignorant folk, but the

new paradigM(s) eventually capture(0 the more flexible and

thoughtful minds of the younger generation, and changes do come.

What does all this haVe to do with public relations? f As

historian David Hollinger has put its "The Structure of

Revolutions excites the imagination of working

historians chiefly because much of what it says about scientific

communities seems to apply so strikingly td other kinds

'VZ
communities." One such community is public relations, which is

unquestionably a set of activities defined and controlled by

traditibn. The tyro entering a large public relations department

or agency quickly learns that certain standard procedures are to

1 '2 14
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be fbllOWed and that other things "just aren't done."' While

every publifc relations problem provides somewhat different

Challenges, the operative tradition which Kuhn calls "paradigm"

provides Peactitioners with criteria to distinguish one type

problem from another and set priorities 'fbr activity. . The

contingent nature of public relations experience the great
.variety of Situations that arise---Lis thus made into something

which can be organized and subject to defined procedures of

management_ and control.-

JUSt as Kuhn's notion of "paradigm" has been celebrated by

some and maligned y others, so the notion of public relations

working under paradigm.might at least raise some eyebrows. After

all, most public relations practitioners come into the trade from

other. areas. such as journalism, general management; or

occasiionally law; -and are not academically indoctrinated into

public .relations 'practices; NovertheleSS, questions about

working definitions 'and particu r practices of the tradej
%acid4ssed to individuals with seveiral years or mor of major

corporate public relations experience, al MOSt. invariably produce

answers that are not only within ballpark range of each other,

but have the froul lines c allied in approximately the same places.

The mainstream textbooks reflect, and sometimes give added shape,

to that, tradition. For instance; Cutlip and Center state ih

their textbook that, "PrPPPring of an issue and

Jr

pripvidfng an otqle tivej balanced apprr.ai-sat f the merits 4:

1

news media-conflicting views s a responsibility of the Oft the

major

;

-13
pe-ttitibhbi., (their emphasis). That is a credo



publiC relations departments; although the expression there is

more colloquial: "It's not your business to care what's right."

Similarly; textbook writer Ra!Aond Simon tells practitioners and

aspirants that "your primary obligation is.ito the organization
34

for.which you work." That is a sentiment embraced by almost all

current practitioners .guestioned, but one that would have been

disputed widely in the nineteenth century and is disputed now by

those who have higher (or lower) allegiances..

ThiS is not to say that there are no discussions of

philosophy within the current citadels of public relations

practice. A Public Relations Society;of America taskforce which

in 1981_ attempted to provide a succinct definition of the trade

Settled for not one sentence but two:' "Public relations helps an
1

organization and its publics adapt mutually to each other Csic],"

and "Public relations is an organization's efforts to win the

cooperation of groups off people." Those two definitions reflect a

debate within the trade on whether "two way" communication (the

former definition) or "one way" communication; from the

organization outward (the latter definition) should predominate.

But. in pra tice; both camps emphasize subjective feelings of

adaptation and communication rather 4han objective concepts of
"q!'

moral responsibility. Even tiOnest\ifommunication is not worth. much

if the activities on which it is baSed are dishonest;
?

What eurrent public discussion there is goes on strictly

Within the boundaries of the current pitradigm of manipulation;

There is an awareness of anomalies; but they are not subjects for .

poltte conversation. Those few individuals who try to bring up

14



questions of objective truth at the beginning of public relations

strategy sessions hear objections that such considerations may be

interesting but are outside the tradition- and the sessions

inevitably lurch into the ;planning of- manipulation. The

definition of mainstream practice in the clutch almost invariably

should be; "Public rotations is the use of mass p5yghblOgy and

communications techni4ies in the attempt to create :public

f -,.
.

attitudes and. opinions beneficial to a-client; also known as
. .

propaganda of word and deed." The advOcacy of'both one-way and
. \

_;: \

two-way styles of commricatIon are thsets of that desire to use
. .*

mass psychology to gain organi,_ation l goals;

It was not always that way. At one time the emphasis was

not on 'fording public cooperation, or even winn- public

cooperation through two-way communication but on producing

good product which would gap public
,
acceptance. Corporate

conservatives among publicrelations practitioners now stress

changing the public; Cor)porate liberals, among public relations

practitioners stress changing the organization.' lkut if neither

considers the ethical obligations on both sides, the chice is

really that of tweedledee versus tweediedum; The basic debate

about public relations purpose aborted some twenty years _ago,

because public relatiOns practitioners

comfortable paradigm which at tha point was unshaken by the

'had developed a

anomalies of social suspicion and mistrust of

`.major

institutions

which have become apparent since the mid-1960\p. A new debate

ahuut public relations purpose is long overdue, and we may soon

a movement within public relations thought froM "normal

17



science".. to "extraordinary science." Studying public relatiorM 4

history through the lenses of Kuhn's paradigm-based )approach

illuminates the possibilities for the trade's future.
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